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Notes for a speech to he delivered at 7.30 p.m.

tonight by the Rt. Hon. Sir Stafford Cripps, at an Aid

to China meeting, in the Usher Hall, Edinburgh.

I have the privilege of being a guest of Scotland this week-end for three

apparently very different reasons.

This morning I have visited some, of the great factories where Scots men and women

are building some of the finest engineering products for our airmen in the R.A.F. and

in the Navy, this evening I am speaking to you of our great Chinese Ally and tomorrow

I go north to one of your famous seats of learning to be introduced to the students w
ho

honoured me by their election of myself as their rector.

There is, however, in these events a symbolism of the complexity of our modern

life, Whether in war or peace we must concern ourselves with production, with science

and learning and with the wide international relations of our country.

Production, well-planned and efficient, occupying all our available man and

woman power is an essential for the victory to which we now look forward with confidence.

But so too, let us remember, it will be of the first importance when the war is over

if we are to avoid the horrors of unemployment and poverty and gain the benefits of a
decent standard of upbringing and education for our children, of wages and salaries

our adults and of happiness for us all.

While the training and instruction of our youth is a most necessary aid to our

war effort, which is becoming more and more a battle of brains and of inventions, the

preservation of our standards of culture is a part and parcel of that civilisation for

which we are fighting.

No one can doubt that our relations with each and all of our allies are vital

to victory, nor that our efforts in building a new and better world after the war will

be largely affected by the closeness with which we can work with those other victorious

nations.

It is particularly with China that I am going to deal this afternoon, not only
because of the occasion and the purpose of this meeting, but because I personally feel

that we are apt to know and to feel less about our Chinese allies than about those who

are closer to us in space and whose deeds are more readily and spectacularly recorded

in our Press,

I admit gladly that when I visited China, at the beginning of our war I lost my
heart to the Chinese people, I determined then to become the advocate of the closest

friendship between our two countries because I was convinced that in such a deep and a

abiding friendship good must come to all the peoples of the world.

Let me say this to start with so that you nay know the point of view from which

I am speaking.

There is no country in the world - not even Scotland - which has yet reached the

state of an Utopia! Some are better and pleasanter than others and some unfortunately
are more brutal and unpleasant. We do no service to our friends by painting then as

perfect when all the world knows that no man is perfect.

Nor do we benefit our relations with other countries by trying to persuade our

own fellow countrymen that those other countries are more perfect than our own, or are

more perfect than in fact they are.

A degree of objectivity in our approach to international problems is of more

value than a great flow of emotional sentiment.

But having said that, let us also remember that we lo not relish foreigners

discussing what appear to them as our imperfections any more than they relish our

discussing theirs.
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Neither the Chinese nor our Russian allies would over claim that everything
is perfect in their countries, I applaud their realism because it shows a deter-

mination to get things right even at great temporary cost to themselves - an out-

look which all of us would welcome in our own country. Both countries are in fact

self-critical to a high degree and they hove too - like ourselves - their internal

differences of opinion.

I think it not unlikely that when the Japanese aggressor has been finally

defeated, the new forces rising in China will have many differences of opinion.

They are to-day studying a new constitution which may be able to resolve

these problems with which they will be faced in a truly democratic way.

But the application of democracy to a country of 500 millions is no easy task,

especially when in the past they have been ruled by purely autocratic methods.

Let us then look back a moment into Chinese history, I say a moment because

it could almost be said of China that "a thousand years is but a day” so old is

their civilisation.

When we in Britain were passing through the woad period they were already the

most highly cultured and civilised people in the world. That culture reached its

zenith nearly a thousand years ago. But towards the end of the last century there

were signs that the ruling caste in China, were becoming decadent and it appeared

as if the impact of western civilisation - that comparatively mushroom growth
measured often in mechanical terns - might cause a general breakdown and decline in

the Chinese Empire, War Lordisn and corruption became marked incidents of

Government and foreigners of all nationalities took advantage of this state of

affairs to press their exploitation of the Chinese markets and to acquire special

privileges and rights.

The west invaded their ports and rivers and many unequal treaties were made

until a whole system of concessions and special rights were demanded and taken

by those foreigners.

All this was under the old imperial regime, A regime which had grown outworn

and had lost the respect of its people.

But in a vast peaceful territory such as China inhabited by many very differ-

ent types of people, many of whom cannot talk each others language, revolution and

change were delayed. It was not until the revolutionary movement of Dr. Sun Yat Sen

based upon what are known as the "three principles
",

overthrew the imperial

regime that the new life of China, which had long been working under the soil,

burst into flower.

These three principles are;-

1. The development of a strong Chinese national sentiment

and the removal of foreign political and economic pressure.

2. Democracy in Government.

3. Livelihood, or the right of each person to earn a living end

to he supplied with the four necessities of life - food,

clothing, dwelling and transport.

A simple and fundamental list of objectives, to which all of us would give our

ready assent and which are framed in the same spirit as the Atlantic Charter, That

they should be considered revolutionary throws much light on the backwardness of

the old Imperial Regime in China,
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What is so remarkable is that this very ancient civilisation, steeped in the

tradition of peace should he capable of a rebirth under the most trying and

exacting circumstances.

That New China is the China of to-day and it is essential that we should

recognise this fact. The old idea of dragons and bound feet of women who took

no part in the life of the country, of the Mandarins and of pigtails is gone

never to return, buried with the Dowager Empress in the ruins of the Chinese

Imperial dynasties.

But the work of Dr. Sun Yat Sen was only a beginning; like Lenin, he died

before his task was more then just begun but he laid the foundations for all that

has followed.

He too faced an immense task. Government had almost broken down in many

parts of China, War Lords had seised power owing to theweakness of the central

Government and the Chinese people Were being harried by civil wars run to enrich

rival commanders.

Inefficiency and corruption Were rife on all sides and only a comparatively
small body of people were prepared and were capable, to reorgnaise that vast

country.

Gradually - for these things cannot happen in a day in a land of 500 million

people - gradually the old corruptions and inefficiences are still being rooted

out and a new country is growing up with new standards fitted to the mechanical

and scientific developments of the modern world.

Fortunately for China amongst those followers of Sun Yat Sen were the man

and woman who are today the leaders of China, Generalissimo Chiang Kai Shek and

his wife, herself the sister-in-law of Sun Yat Sen,

They have carried on the task which he began with the same devotion to the

cause of the Chinese people, with the same disregard for their own interests or

safety, and with the same understanding of the new forces that they are directing
in an age-old civilisation.

And do not let us ever forget that this young-old country, torn by the

gravest internal difficulties, ill-equipped, ill-trained and ill-provisioned was

the first great country in the world which had the courage to challenge the

Fascist aggression. How easy it would have been to have appeased Japan when much

mightier powers were on the road of appeasement. But the Chinese leaders realise

fully all that was at stake and they risked with open eyes years and years of

suffering and agony to fight for what was right and decent in the world and to

preserve unsullied their own freedom.

It was not an easy choice* The state of unpreparedness, the absence of

allies all pointed in the direction of yielding to the demands. Then too there

was the argument that the Chinese would inevitably absorb the Japanese even if

they were permitted to occupy the country, and in a 100 years the Japanese would

disappear digested by the vastness of China. But these arguments were of no

avail to those few leaders who were determined at all costs to bring the New China

to vigorous manhood. They realised that the soul of China - the free spirit of a

groat people - would be lost by appeasement and that nothing could make good that

loss.

And so they fought against overwhelming odds and still they fight today.

Perhaps the most remarkable part of all the Chinese effort has been that on

the industrial front. Modern warfare - and the Japanese fight with every modem

weapon is based upon industry and science. No country would normally think of

engaging in a war without great industrial resources or at least powerful industrial

allies. But in China industrial development had been slow under the Imperial

Regime, What there was of it was concentrated in and about the Treaty Ports in

the East, which had been easy of access to the machinery coming from Europe or

America,
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But there was no Chinese Navy to protect these ports and Japan' s Navy, as we

know, was of great power. It was inevitable therefore that at the very beginning of

the war those industrial centres would fall to the enemy* Indeed they had a good

jumping off ground on Chinese soil itself in the concession areas, which they like

other foreign nations had demanded and obtained.

So the Chinese Government started upon this war of freedom with the almost

certain knowledge that they would lose not only their own industries, but their ports
too and so the capacity to import from other countries.

And so it happened* The Chinese were driven back by superior armaments

fighting with heroic courage further and further to the best until today the centre

of Free China is located in what was once a far and distant outpost of the Chinese

Empire*

In the far west to which the Chinese Government eventually withdrew with

millions of refugees there was no industry, no transport but the rivers, no roads out

bridle paths, little indeed that might not have been there 2000 years before.

I have been in little towns in far western China where the life had remained

substantially unaltered for 2000 years - and a happy quiet cultured life it was too -

but with none of what we term the modern conveniences of life and none of the industrial

establishments upon which war is based*

To this country came the Chinese headquarters and to this country were carried by
water or by real, often slung on the backs of the all-enduring coolie, thousands of

tons of machinery from the abandoned factories of the East.

The scroched earth policy, which originated in China, was ruthlessly carried out

and nothing that could be of use to the enemy was left behind so long as it was

possible to take it.

To the Chinese people all is possible. Feats of carriage an of engineering which

Western engineers have given up as hopeless have been carried out by teams of coolies

with no other apparatus than bamboo poles and rope.

I remember a great friend telling me of the moment when he became convinced of the

invincibility of China, "It was," he said, "when I met a gang of coolies carrying a

railway locomotive along the road on bamboo poles."

So in one way and another the machinery was collected in the West, And what a

pile of scrap it looked, I have seen some of these dumps awaiting erection and it

seemed impossible that anything useful could come out of it. Sometimes a vital part

was left behind or lost on the way, destroyed perhaps by a Japanese bomber. But

nothing seemed to interfere with the patient, irresistible reconstruction and slowly it

got working again.

Thanks largely to the young Chinese returned students fron Scotland, England,

France, Germany, America, Russia and other countries a whole industry took shape in

the West and upon this industry the fighting strength of China has largely had to

rely.

I have visited dozens of those factories hidden amongst the hills from the

Japanese bombers, in old temples, mud and straw buildings or mordern brick or concrete

structures, managed by the most highly skilled technicians who are now helped by the

students, turned out by tho Chinese Universities during the war. These Universities

are themselves a wonder.
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They also have been driven, many of them time after time from town after town hy

the Japanese. Always they have carried their apparatus with them, always they have

settled down again, students and professors alike and gone straight on with their work.

I remember talking to the principal of one of these Universities in temporary huts

near ’Chungking, asking whether he was not alarmed at the prospect of being bombed out;

with perfect resignation he said he had been bombed out of three other places, if he

was bombed out again he would have to find a fifth home - that was all.

Some new machinery was brought in along the Burma Road, that miracle of engineer-

ing, or earlier by rail to Kunming from French Indo-China, but the whole is painfully

inadequate to form an arsenal for a nation of 500 millions.

It has been a great example of patient endeavour and masterly improvisation but in

volume it cannot meet the urgent needs of the army, let alone the air force.

The Japanese bombers, until the American volunteer squadrons were able to help,

had a practically free run over any and every Chinese town and village and they took

full advantage of those opportunities.

The Chinese have suffered the most savage punishment from the air which they have

borne with the same patient resignation that they have shown as to their casualties,

their famines, and their refugees.

The one thing which raises the flame of anger in them is the treatment which the

Japanese have meted out to their women.

But this factory development is not the only productive effort that has been made.

In addition there has been developed with the help of the Chinese Government and with

the help of others too - amongst them a very eminent Scotsman now our Ambassador to

Moscow, Sir Archibald Clerk Kerr a whole range of industrial co-operatives, small

groups of persons manufacturing every sort and kind of simple article. There are some

of them right up behind the front lines - and indeed behind the Japanese lines too

where they help the Guerilla bands.

Refugees, wounded soldiers, widows and orphans as well as the country people them-

selves, work in these co-operatives which are a new feature in Chinese life.

Not only are they a most valuable productive asset to the nation but what is more

they are in hundreds of remote areas giving the people their first introductory lessons

in democracy, lessons which will stand them in good stead in the difficult years that

follow the war,

They are worthy of the greatest encouragement. They constitute a very great ex-

periment which may have far-reaching results in those areas where it must still be

decades, if not centuries, before industrialisation comes.

While I was there I visited a number of these Induscos - as they are called -

which were just then engaged in manufacturing tens of thousands of blankets for the

Chinese army.

They were rough blankets, but warm and clean, as I know, for they gave me one and

I was most grateful for it when flying from Chungking to Moscow in the bitter cold.

These little groups of Chinese workers have done a splendid job for their country
and one in which we should all desire to give them every encouragement. It is a fine
constructive object.

Still however the great wealth and resources of China are agricultural and they are

some of the best farmers in the world#
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Here, too, science in their hands is making a great contribution.

But over and above all these material accomplishments there is something deeper
and more significant.

We have witnessed a peaceful people in the most difficult economic circumstances,
without at the moment any stable Government through large parts of their country, turn

and fight an implacable highly armed and, as we now know, highly efficient enemy.

They were the first in the world to turn against the aggressor and to pit against
his preparedness and power their faith and inward resolution.

They could rely upon no allies, from themselves alone could they draw their re-

sources, by themselves alone could they find their own salvation.

They have revealed a patience and a courage not of a martial race but of a peace-

ful race inspired by a high ideal. They like us are at bottom a peace loving people;

they are a humorous, courteous, easy-going people, but once inspired by a great cause

they have shown the world and the Japanese what that inspiration can do.

Their victories have not been spectacular. They have no great weight of

armaments on the land or in the air with which they can strike decisive and devastating
blows on the enemy. They have millions of men and unending determination. Those men

have fallen by millions in the fight and their places are ever filled by new recruits*

They have worn down their enemies and demoralised the opposing forces by stubborn

resistance.

Because their victories have not been spectacular in this war of great and rapid
movements we tend to forgot their achievements. Slowly they are fretting away the strength
f the Japanese, and we now realise the value to us of the 5 years struggle in which

Japan has been caught in China and from which she would now gladly disentangle herself
if she could.

It is this concept of the New China, under the leadership of a great man and

woman. Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai Shek, which has inspired their people. They
long to create and are determined to create a new and happy country for their families

and the first step in that task is the defeat of Japan,

To give in or not to have fought would mean the giving up of all those hopes and

ideals. That the Chinese people have refused to do.

I shall certainly never forget the tine I was privileged to spend with the

Generalissimo and Madame in Chungking. Never have leaders, been more simple or closer

to their people.

This great country, great in size, in population, in natural wealth, but above

all in culture and in spirit, is now our ally. A full and equal ally in the fight for

victory and a full and equal partner in the world building that must follow.

This complete equality has recently been confirmed and acknowledged in the Treaty
for the abolition of extraterritoriality in China,

This was not a hasty thought to try and preserve a difficult situation. It was

mooted rather over 20 years ago, but its signature now sets a seal upon our friendship

which is valuable to both of us.

It is an odd thing how in this world meanings get perverted and indeed the

facts often grow far away from'their origins.

The origin of this extra-territorial right was that over a century ago the

Chinese did not consider the foreigners worthy to be judged by the "Great Maxim of

Reason" applicable to the Chinese, and so the foreigner was dealt with as outside the

territorial jurisdiction of the Chinese courts and left to his own inferior laws.

This attitude was that of, the age-old civilisation with its "great maxims of

reason" looking down upon the uncultured foreigner, who only seemed to core for trade and

machinery and such like things!
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Unfortunately as trade increased and mechanised arms became more powerful this

extra-territoriality turned itself from an exclusiveness of the Chinese into an

imposition upon them of all sorts of privileges for foreigners, which, not unnaturally
made the foreigners - foreign devils - very unpopular. It created on antagonism which

was bitter and hard to destroy.

It placed the Chinese by force in an apparent position of inferiority in their

own country, A situation which was intolerable to then and which created a feeling
of inequality, destructive of all possibility of full, and frank friendship.

It is all these special privileges which now pass under the name of extraterritor-

iality which we and the Americans have simultaneously abandoned by the treaties upon which

we have just agreed. The way is now open for a degree of friendship and mutual

confidence which was before impossible.

It was a wise and statesmanlike act by our Foreign Secretary and by the American

Secretary of State to conclude these Treaties now and not to wait until the war was

over.

It has given fresh confidence to the Chinese and has placed cur relations with

them upon a thoroughly sound basis for the first time.

In future Britishers in China will be treated Just as the Chinese are in Great

Britain. India will share in the Treaty provisions and the Dominions will enter into

treaties of their own with the Chinese Republic.

In the post war world this new and firmer relationship between The British Common-

wealth of Nations, America and China will be of immense value to the world, it is

interesting too to note that the U.S.S.R. - which had long ago abandoned its own

extraterritorial rights - has cordially welcomed this act of its Allies.

Let me read you the fine words with which the Generalissimo has greeted the

signing of this treaty.

"From the action of our Allies every one of the United Nations has found new

courage for the fight. The Aggressor nations should observe and look out.

"But we should all understand that freedom and independence are prizes to be won

only be our own efforts, I have often said to you, my fellow countrymen, we must be

self-reliant before we can be independent; we must be strong before we can be free.

Before the Republic of China can bo independent and free, the nation must be strong;
before our soldiers and our people can be worthy tenants of a China independent and

free, we must be self-reliant and ready for hard times.

"By abolition of the unequal treaties our national responsibility has been

increased; we should meet this new responsibility with an increased determination to

do our duty* This is no time for arrogance, for self-satisfaction with the little

that has been accomplished already,"

Allies who express themselves in such terns are friends worth having. This is

not the cry of a delighted huckster who has pulled off a good bargain but the sincere

and generous expression of a true friend.

Let me now say a word to you about the United Aid to China Fund, though this

is rather
my wife's special care than my own.

The Fund has two objects in reality. The first, and I would say the more

important, is to create that sympathetic understanding of the New China, her

accomplishments, her problems and her difficulties which will form the basis for a

real friendship between the peoples - as distinct from a mere formal friendship

between the Governments, We know from our own personal lives that no lasting friend-

ship can be founded except in sympathy and understanding and that is Just as true of

countries as it is of individuals; mere emotion or sentiment is not enough, it is

easily created and having no substance it vanishes as easily as it came.
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The second purpose is to give the Chinese people who arc so infinitely

poor in many of those manufactured commodities which we regard as essentials of

life, though so infinitely rich in courage and spirit and culture, a token - and

it can he nothing more - of our friendship, Just as we should he glad and cheered

to receive from them a similar token in like circumstances*

I won’t enumerate to you the ways in which that help can he given, your

imagination will instruct you* kith tens of millions of refugees, millions of

wounded and maimed and of widows and orphans there is plenty and enough use for

all that we an ever provide.

It is our heart’s gratitude that we would pour out, not stinted or measured,
hut full, pressed down and overflowing gratitude for their friendship, their

fine example of courage and fortitude, their patience in adversity.

We look forward past the trials which yet beset us on the road to victory,
and they are many, to the new efforts we shall he called upon to make to rebuild

the bruised and shattered world, Re hold out to cur Chinese comrades in arras the

hand' of friendship knowing that their grasp will fortify and encourage us as we

hope that our hand may strengthen theirs.
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